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Northern fish tank : the cross fish tank
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Northern fish tank : the cross fish tank
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depth channel : 30 cm
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CONCLUSIONS
4 points to remember :
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1. This is the first time that fish tanks have been

discovered in Tyre, South Lebanon.

These fish tanks are dug in a sandstone ancient quarries.

2. It remains difficult to date these fish tanks. It can be

assumed that they date from the Roman period, 1st

century BC / 1st century AD, when the construction of

these fish tanks was widespread all around the

Mediterranean.

3. The question of “is it a fish tank or not”must be asked.

The twomost important arguments are :

- thewater supply channels

- and the presence of internal partitions, particularly

in theNorth fishtank.

Some colleagues propose as hypothesis number 1 : quarry

areas or swimming pools. The 3 hypotheses are not

antinomic: At the beginning there is a deep digging and

extraction of sandstone blocks like a quarry. After that it is

a fish tankwhich can later be transformed into a pool.

4. In terms of relative sea level variations, we note that

today's the fish tank and its water supply channel are full

during the present low tide.

in other words, present low tide corresponds to the high

tide of the roman time. And today's high tide floods these

structures by about 50 cm.

So we can propose a relative sea level rise of 50 cm along

the coastline of Tyre since Roman times.
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Thank you for your attention.


